Notes from September 26, 2001
Student Affairs and Athletics Meeting

Note: Even though Jeff called SGA and told them about our meeting, no SGA representative showed up at this meeting. Therefore, we were unable to get their input on signs and sign enforcement.

To Do:

1) Mary Rivers and Jeff Yost will draft a policy on posting so that we have something official. We will all offer input. The final product will go before the Senate for their approval/suggestions.

2) Marie will put this billboard issue on the Senate Agenda for November.

3) Marie will notify Jeri that the following sign terminology has been approved:
   Off Campus Activities (One board only, perhaps near Stern)
   (No Approval Stamp Necessary)

   On-Campus Activities
   (Approval Stamp Required)

   Students for Students
   (Approval Stamp Required)

   Community Opportunities
   (Approval Stamp Required)

4) Jeri can go ahead and get signs printed and decide where they should be put up. (Obviously, there will be some duplication to ensure that boards are available and not overcrowded.)

5) Jeri/Marie—we need to contact Student Life and see if they are willing to handle the stamping and dating (take down on____). We had hoped that SGA would also help in this area.

Other Business:

1) We like the idea of having students pull off notices as part of their community service for violating CofC honor code.

2) We also like the idea of asking faculty to tear down inappropriate signs. Their help, along with physical plant and SGA, will be make the “clean-up” work.
3) We would like to get a work study student (perhaps through the Provost)—suggested by Marty Perlmutter—so that we can do take downs and other business. Is this possible?

4) We rejected Richard Shainwald’s suggestions of charging for board usage or violations primarily because we have no manpower, at the moment, to send out notices and enforce collection.

5) We Approve of using faculty newspaper to advertise—freeing up billboards.